
Theme. Ruth’s theme is redemption, more specifically, to have a redeemer who
at the perfect moment acts in rescue, drawing one back from despair’s precipice. To
redeem is to pay, to give, to relinquish something of value with the purpose of
recovering something, taking back what was once one’s own. While redemption is
also a legal term and procedure, describing the recovery of foreclosed lands, the
redemption in the book Ruth is of the person Ruth by a kinsman Boaz of Ruth’s
mother-in-law Naomi. The book illustrates the personal rescue of a desperate
widow Ruth, without hope of offspring, and even more-desolate mother-in-law
Naomi, even as it suggests the rescue of a family, community, nation, and world by
the one great redeemer Christ. Ruth is thus a book of hope, and not hope prolonged,
but hope realized.

Author. Jewish tradition, reflected in the Talmud, identifies the prophet Samuel
as the author of Ruth, even though the book does not name its author, and certain
references to David indicate a later author or addition. The book may indeed have
been written around the time of David’s anointing as Israel’s king because it traces
Ruth’s offspring to David but not beyond to Solomon. The setting for Ruth is during
the late period of judges, around 1160 to 1100 B.C., which would have been a dark
time of famine and war. Famine drove Naomi’s family from Israel’s Bethlehem to
the foreign land of Moab, where her son married Ruth before dying. Naomi and
Ruth returned to Israel in hopes of food, for the Lord’s provision. The book Ruth is
thus unusual among the Bible’s sixty-six books in its perspective told so clearly
through the eyes and experiences of women, whether that perspective suggests
anything about the author’s identity or not.

Context. In one sense, the cyclical events of Ruth, showing a family driven from
the promised land only to return for rescue, reflect their context within the time of
the judges. Yet Ruth’s narrative stands apart from Judges as a beacon of hope. Not
apparent from Ruth’s narrative is that its kinsman redeemer Boaz is the son of the
prostitute Rahab whom Joshua rescued when conquering Jericho. Boaz was also the
great-grandfather of David. The genealogy of Matthew 1 further confirms that the
redeemer Boaz and his mother Rahab are ancestors in the direct line of Christ.
Ruth’s redeemer theme thus rescues the reader from Judges’ wearying cycles,
pointing forward to David and Christ. The book’s family love affairs are tender,
intimate, and deeply personal, and thus the opposite of Ruth’s predecessor book
Judges. Yet Ruth’s redemption theme, set against the sordid decline shown in
Judges, suggests not only that God is our personal redeemer, that God redeems only
the saved and sanctified individual, but that God also sends his Savior Son to
redeem all things honoring him in his creation. Read Ruth not just for its tender
story of hope but also for this broader context.



Structure. Ruth’s short four-chapter length in no way diminishes, and instead
accentuates, its highest-quality organization and writing. Effective stories require
character development. Ruth’s first chapter introduces Naomi, who having moved
to a foreign land to escape famine promptly loses her husband and sons, and Ruth,
the devoted daughter in law who despite her husband’s death insists on following
Naomi back to Israel. The second chapter introduces Ruth’s about-to-be
kinsman-redeemer Boaz, whom the text reveals to be of high reputation, godly, and
righteous. The third chapter tells the climactic moment when Ruth offers Boaz her
most-tender devotion, to which the honorable Boaz responds with an indication of
Ruth’s coming redemption. The final chapter tells of Boaz’s arrangement to marry
Ruth and of the offspring Obed whom they produce, who becomes the grandfather
of David.

Key Events. Ruth’s key events each involve intimate family relationships. Ruth’s
mother-in-law Naomi first loses her husband and sons in Moab. A second key turn
occurs when Naomi resolves to return to Israel and Ruth insists on accompanying
her, against her mother-in-law’s advice. For their survival, Ruth must glean behind
the barley fields’ harvesters, where Ruth meets her redeemer Boaz. Boaz invites
Ruth to remain in his fields under his protection, rewarded by his generous
kindness. At Naomi’s urging that she seek Boaz as her redeemer husband, Ruth
secretly returns to sleep at Boaz’s feet, where Boaz again protects and rewards her.
Boaz subsequently negotiates with another relative for the right to marry Ruth, so
that they bring forth the offspring of which Naomi had despaired, in the very line of
David.

Key Locations. The book Ruth opens in Bethlehem but shifts briefly to the
foreign land of Moab east of the Dead Sea and Jordan River before returning to
Bethlehem, where the story unfolds. One tender scene, that of Ruth’s commitment
to follow Naomi back to Bethlehem, occurs on that road back to Bethlehem. Scenes
back in Bethlehem switch between Naomi’s residence and Boaz’s barley fields,
until Ruth joins Boaz overnight at the threshing floor. In the last scene with a
specific setting, Boaz negotiates with a relative at the town gate, for Ruth’s hand.
While the reader may simply enjoy the intimacy of these scenes and their settings,
also consider what these locations may echo or symbolize. Bible accounts place
several events on, in, and around, and make lessons and parables out of, roads back
to the promised land and its harvest fields and threshing floors.

Revelation of Christ. The redeemer Boaz, in the ancestral line of Christ, is surely
a type of Christ. Boaz’s care for the widows Naomi and Ruth, indeed for the
Moabite foreigner Ruth, prefigures Christ’s care for the outcast and powerless, just
as Boaz’s adoption of Ruth points to the Christian’s adoption in Christ. Christ



recognized and ministered to foreigners, women, widows, the powerless, and the
poor, with a tenderness that Boaz’s gentle and generous measures, protecting and
honoring Ruth, so well reflected. Note, too, though, how the figure Ruth, so devoted
first to her Israelite mother-in-law Naomi and then to her redeemer Boaz, prefigures
Christ’s church, looking always to its splendid redeemer. The story’s setting in
Christ’s birthplace Bethlehem, the name of which means house of bread, adds
parallels that turn the Christian’s thoughts to Jesus, the author and bread of life.
Ruth points forward to Christ as surely as the Bible’s other books, although
uniquely in its intimacy and tenderness.

Application. Ruth teaches, indeed intimately assures, that God has a plan for
each of us, as he had a most-extraordinary plan for a hungry old widow and her
bereaved foreigner daughter-in-law. We must trust God’s plan even when we cannot
imagine it. If Naomi and Ruth were without apparent rescue, and yet God came to
their aid so graciously and generously, then he is able and willing to rescue us. We
need only trust, hoping for that which we cannot see, which means to show our
faith. Ruth also shows that God is the lasting redeemer, not the temporary fix. We
should seek God, the true redeemer, not the crutch with which idols tempt. Ruth
also teaches that God’s rescue can be intimate, precious, warm, fulfilling, as a hen
covers her chicks with her wing, or a landowner Boaz covers a young woman Ruth
with his garment. Ruth invites us to dwell and rest in the grace of Christ’s
magnificent redemption.

Memory Verses. 1:16: “Don’t urge me to leave you or to turn back from you.
Where you go, I will go, and where you stay, I will stay. Your people will be my
people and your God my God.” 2:12: “May you be richly rewarded by the Lord, the
God of Israel, under whose wings you have come to take refuge.”


